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Cbeyond Communications, LLP (“Cbeyond”), by its attorneys Kelley Drye & Warren, 

LLP, and pursuant to Sections 13-801(g) and (k) of the Illinois Public Utilities Act (“PUA”),  

and Sections 200.170 of the Illinois Administrative Code (“Code”), respectfully petitions the 

Illinois Commerce Commission (“Commission”) to find that AT&T Illinois’ misapplication of 

the Clear Channel Capability nonrecurring charge (“CCC rate”) established in ICC Docket No. 

02-0864 violates Section 13-801(g) of the PUA, 47 C.F.R. §51.503, and the parties’ 

Interconnection Agreement incorporating 47 C.F.R. §51.319 and 47 U.S.C. §251(c)(3).  If the 

Commission agrees with Cbeyond that AT&T Illinois continued misapplication of the CCC rate 

after its error was brought to its attention is unreasonable, then AT&T’s actions also violate 13-

514(10) of the PUA as well. 

Introduction 

 AT&T Illinois is misapplying a rate set in ICC Docket No. 02-0864 and, despite having 

been apprised of its error, refuses to correct its billing.  Specifically, the CCC rate established in 

02-0864 was developed and intended to apply only when a carrier changes an already-installed 
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DS1 transport circuit1 to clear channel capability.  AT&T Illinois is misapplying the CCC rate to 

orders for new circuits in contravention of ICC Docket 02-0864.   

In 02-0864, AT&T Illinois witnesses – in prefiled testimony and in the hearing under 

oath – repeatedly stated that when clear channel was requested at the time a DS1 circuit is 

installed, then the CCC rate would not apply.  Indeed, the witnesses went further to state that the 

activities for which the CCC rate compensated AT&T Illinois were already included in the 

installation charges for a DS1 circuit that are assessed separately, and to apply CCC to a new 

DS1 circuit order would, therefore, incorrectly double-compensate AT&T Illinois.   

Moreover, AT&T Illinois witnesses provided detailed cost evidence setting-out the work 

performed to change an existing circuit to clear channel, as well as the work performed to install 

a new DS1 circuit.  That cost evidence demonstrates that the same activities required to change 

an already installed DS1 circuit to clear channel are also performed when installing a new DS1 

circuit. Yet AT&T applied -- and continues to apply -- the CCC rate to new DS1 orders.  The 

application of the CCC rate in that manner double-compensates AT&T Illinois in violation of 

Section 13-801(g) of Illinois Public Utilities Act (“PUA”), federal law and the parties’ 

Interconnection Agreement. 

Cbeyond purchases circuits that are formatted with clear channel capability from Illinois 

Bell as Unbundled Network Elements (“UNEs”), as part of a combination of UNEs called a 

DS1/DS1 Enhanced Extended Loop (“EEL”).  A DS1/DS1 EEL is comprised of a UNE DS1 

Loop facility that is connected to a UNE DS1 Dedicated Interoffice Transport facility.  When 

Cbeyond orders new DS1/DS1 EEL circuits designed and formatted with clear channel 

                                                 
 
1  References herein to the provision of Clear Channel to DS1 transport circuits also 
includes the provision to DS1 channels within a DS3 transport circuit. 
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capability, AT&T bills Cbeyond the 4-wire DS1 Loop to DS1 Interoffice Dedicated Transport – 

Collocated provisioning nonrecurring charge and the CCC non-recurring provisioning charge.  

Cbeyond has disputed the CCC rate when it is levied on orders for new DS1/DS1 EEL circuits.  

AT&T Illinois has denied Cbeyond’s dispute and agreed that this matter should be resolved by 

complaint to this Commission.  Cbeyond and Illinois Bell have declared an impasse over all 

disputed CCC rate charges.  Cbeyond must, therefore, respectfully request a finding that the 

CCC rate established in ICC Docket No. 02-0864 only applies in the manner AT&T Illinois’ 

witnesses in that case testified it should. 

Cbeyond also purchases DS1 circuits that are formatted with clear channel capability 

from Illinois Bell as part of a DS1/DS3 EEL.  A DS1/DS3 EEL is comprised of UNE DS1 Loop 

facilities that are connected to a DS1/DS3 multiplexed, UNE DS3 transport facility.  When 

Cbeyond orders new DS1 circuits be connected to previously installed DS1/DS3 multiplexed, 

UNE DS3 transport, AT&T bills Cbeyond the 4-wire DS1 Digital Loop Connection Provisioning 

Charge and the CCC non-recurring provisioning charge. Cbeyond has disputed the CCC rate 

when it is levied on orders for new DS1 circuits provisioning as part of a DS1/DS3 EEL.  AT&T 

Illinois has denied Cbeyond’s dispute and agreed that this matter should be resolved by 

complaint to this Commission.  Cbeyond and Illinois Bell have declared an impasse over all 

disputed CCC rate charges.  Cbeyond must, therefore, respectfully request a finding that the 

CCC rate established in ICC Docket No. 02-0864 only applies in the manner AT&T Illinois’ 

witnesses in that case testified it should. 

It is important to note that this filing is not a challenge to the rate itself nor any portion of 

the Final Order in Docket No. 02-0864.  The Final Order in Docket No. 02-0864 was silent on 

the application of the CCC rate except for a request by AT&T (a CLEC at the time) for the 
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Commission to clarify the application of the CCC rate.  CLEC-AT&T asked that the 

Commission clarify that the CCC rate applies in the same manner Cbeyond suggests here.  The 

Final Order did not take-up or deny AT&T’s request.  This case also does not challenge the use 

and application of the CCC rate by AT&T  Illinois when Cbeyond, or any other CLEC, asks 

AT&T to change an already-installed circuit to clear channel capability.  That was the purpose 

for the CCC rate repeatedly identified in Docket No. 02-0864.  The only issue in this case is 

AT&T Illinois’ application of the CCC rate at odds with the Commission’s Order in Docket No. 

02-0864, which was based on the testimony and evidence in ICC Docket 02-0864 – the 

misapplication of the CCC rate to orders for new DS1 circuits. 

An Analogy 

A simple analogy is this:  Prior to Docket 02-0864, a customer could order their car (the 

EEL) with either regular tires (AMI) or snow tires (CCC).    In Docket 02-0864, the Commission 

ruled that the regulated cost of a car would include the cost of the tires, whether they were 

regular or snow tires.  So after 02-0864, if a customer paid the regulated price for a car, that 

customer got the tires as part of that price – either snow or regular.  Snow tires, however, also 

remained an option for customers who bought their cars with regular tires.  However, if the 

customer requested snow tires after having already been provided and paid for a car with regular 

tires, the snow tires would cost extra.  So, in the same docket, the Commission also created a 

price for snow tires ordered separately from the original purchase of the car.  AT&T is now 

charging that separate price for snow tires, as well as the regulated price for the car (which 

includes the tires), thereby charging twice for one set of tires.  AT&T has taken the position that 

the parties kept old language in their agreement that recognized that snow tires were an option at 

an additional charge, so it should get to charge for tires even though that charge was included in 
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the new regulated price of a car (which AT&T is also charging).  Cbeyond’s position is that the 

language allowing for separate ordering of snow tires was left in the agreement precisely for that 

purpose – to allow ordering separate snow tires after the car has been purchased with regular 

tires.  AT&T should not be allowed – under federal and Illinois law – to charge twice for the tires 

on a car. 

Docket 10-0188 

Cbeyond raised a concern regarding charging CCC for DS3 transport first as a side-issue 

in Docket 10-0188 – where Cbeyond was complaining that AT&T was charging Cbeyond for a 

new UNE loop when Cbeyond ordered a change in the UNE transport portion of an existing 

DS1/DS1 EEL (DS1 loop UNE combined with a DS1 transport UNE).  Changing a DS1/DS1 

EEL into a DS1/DS3 EEL (changing the DS1 transport UNE into a DS3 transport UNE, but 

keeping the DS1 loop UNE) was referred to as an EEL “rearrangement” in Docket 10-0188.  

UNEs – or Unbundled Network Elements – are the piece parts of AT&T’s network that it must 

separately offer at separate regulate rates.  Each is supposed to be “unbundled” from the other.  

In that Docket, AT&T took the position that because the parties did not have a process for 

“rearranging” an EEL detailed in their Interconnection Agreement, that when a DS1 UNE loop 

was combined with a DS1 transport UNE (into what is called an EEL in telecom speak), the 

UNE loop and UNE transport were thereafter irrevocably “bundled.”   

The consequence of AT&T’s position was that Cbeyond was obligated to request the 

disconnection of the entire EEL (two UNEs) and reorder a new EEL (two “new” UNEs)  – rather 

than being able to order the individual discrete UNE-parts of an EEL (essentially treating an EEL 

as a “bundled” Unbundled Network Element).  The loop UNE was reused by AT&T in a 

rearrangement, so Cbeyond took the position that it should not be charged for the “reused” UNE 
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loop.  The Staff and the Commission ruled that when the UNEs were ordered as a combined set, 

AT&T could, by contract, “bundle” UNEs in an EEL.  Thereafter, Cbeyond paid AT&T the 

disputed charges - with the exception of one part of the non-recurring ordering charges for the 

new EELs. 

The Final Order in Docket 10-0188 did not provide any findings of fact or conclusions of 

law regarding AT&T’s application of clear channel charges to the orders at issue (to new DS3 

transport).  Indeed, the Order noted that AT&T did not actually charge correctly under its 

findings, but considered that issue outside the scope of the docket. 

As a side-issue in Docket 10-0188, representing approximately one-fifth of the amount in 

controversy, Cbeyond complained that AT&T should not be charging for clear channel line 

coding in the EEL rearrangement context.  However, Cbeyond made that argument within the 

context of its understanding of federal law – that UNEs had to be provided “unbundled” from 

each other.  Because AT&T was reusing the UNE loop – and Cbeyond was only ordering new 

transport – no new line coding was occurring and AT&T should not charge for it.  Nevertheless, 

the Commission ruled that the only way to accomplish the disconnection of the transport UNE 

portion of an EEL under the parties’ Interconnection Agreement was a “two-stage” process – 

ordering the disconnection of both combined UNEs (UNE DS1 loop and UNE DS1 transport) 

and order a “new” set of combined UNEs (the same UNE DS1 loop and new DS3 transport).  

The Order in Docket 10-0188 noted that AT&T had not actually charged Cbeyond according to 

that “two-stage” process, but noted that those billings were outside the scope of the docket.   

There were 1,140 clear channel charges at issue in docket 10-0188.  Those charges all 

applied to new DS3 transport orders – not the DS1 transport raised in this case for the first time.  

However, two important disputes are present here and not previously raised in Docket 10-0188: 
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(1) whether CCC charges WERE appropriately applied to new DS1 circuits riding on DS3 

transport (in the context of a DS1/DS3 EEL rearrangement) and SHOULD BE applied going 

forward to such facilities; and (2) if AT&T could apply CCC charges to new DS1 circuits 

provided as part of new DS1/DS1 EELs, were they applied appropriately.  Even if the 

Commission ruled by implication that CCC could be applied to rearranged EELs (which would 

be both incorrect as a matter of law [because it is contrary to the cost case in Docket 02-0864] 

and as a matter of fact [because it was not specifically raised, briefed or addressed], AT&T did 

not apply the “First and Additional” charges correctly – it billed the much higher rate [First] for 

almost all of the CCC charges – not the “additional” rate which should have been applied (if it 

applied at all).  Moreover, whether AT&T can apply CCC charges to new DS1 circuits riding on 

DS3 transport going forward has never been addressed. 

Cbeyond could not and did not complain of AT&T’s application of the clear channel 

charges more generally (for new DS1 circuits) because Cbeyond had not yet followed the steps 

for dispute resolution outlined in the parties’ Interconnection Agreement.  In fact, even two years 

later, AT&T moved to dismiss the original complaint in this case on that basis.  In sum:  there 

are issues in this case of specific billings which were not addressed in Docket 10-0188 – and 

which the Commission specifically stated in the Final Order were outside the scope of that case; 

there are issues of the specific application of the CCC rate new DS1 circuits riding on DS3 

transport which were not addressed in Docket 10-0188 (both in that “rearrangement” context as 

well as to going forward); and there are new issues regarding past and future application of the 

CCC rate to new DS1 circuits provisioned as a DS1/DS1 EEL which were not addressed in 

Docket 10-0188. 
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PARTIES 

1. Cbeyond is a Delaware Limited Liability Company with its headquarters in 

Georgia.  Cbeyond received its certificate of service authority to provide telecommunications 

services in Illinois in Commission Docket No. 00-0469.  Cbeyond currently has a binding and 

valid interconnection agreement with Illinois Bell, approved in Commission Docket No. 04-

0420, with six subsequent amendments.  

2. Respondent Illinois Bell Telephone Company d/b/a AT&T Illinois is an Illinois 

Corporation with headquarters in Chicago, Illinois.  AT&T Illinois is a Regional Bell Operating 

Company, as that term is defined in the Communications Act of 1934, as amended by the Federal 

Telecommunications Act of 1996 (the “Act”).  AT&T Illinois is also an incumbent Local 

Exchange Carrier, as that term is defined in the Act.   

3. Pursuant to Part 766.1050 of the Commission's Rules, Cbeyond agrees to 

electronic service to the email addresses listed in the signature section.  To the extent any 

statutory deadlines are imposed on portions of this complaint, pursuant to Part 766.15(a) of the 

Commission's rules, Cbeyond agrees to waive  statutory timeline requirements in Section 13-

515(d) of the PUA.   

4. On October 20, 2011, Cbeyond served notice on AT&T Illinois pursuant to 

Section 13-515(c) that unless AT&T Illinois ceased unlawfully billing Cbeyond for CCC 

charges, Cbeyond would file the instant action with the Commission pursuant to Section 13-515.  

A copy of the October 20, 2011 letter is attached hereto as Exhibit 1.  AT&T Illinois did not 

response in substance to Cbeyond’s letter, and did not remedy the violations.  
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JURISDICTION 

5. Cbeyond and AT&T Illinois are subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission 

with respect to the matters raised in this Complaint.    

6. The Commission has jurisdiction over this proceeding under Section 9-250, 13-

801(k) and 13-515 of the Illinois Public Utilities Act.  

7. The Commission has jurisdiction under the Telecommunications Act of 1996 

pursuant to 47 U.S.C. § 251(d)(3) (conferring authority to state commissions to enforce any 

regulation, order or policy that is consistent with the requirements of Section 251) with respect to 

the matters raised in this Complaint. 

LEGAL FRAMEWORK 

8.   All Unbundled Network Elements (UNEs) must be provided at rates that are just, 

reasonable, non-discriminatory and comply with TELRIC pricing. 

9.   In ICC Docket 02-0864, the Commission set TELRIC pricing for, among 

numerous elements, CCC, DS1/DS1 EELs and 4-wire Digital Loops connected to DS3 transport 

as part of a multiplexed DS1/DS3 EEL. 

10.   The parties incorporated both the pricing standards for UNEs under federal and 

state law as well as the specific rates established in 02-0864 into their Interconnection 

Agreement. 

11.   Section 9-250 of the Illinois Public Utilities Act provides that  “[t]he Commission 

shall have power . . . to investigate a single rate or other charge, classification, rule, regulation, 

contract or practice, or any number thereof, or the entire schedule or schedules of rates or other 

charges, classifications, rules, regulations, contracts and practices, or any thereof of any public 

utility. . . .”  220 ILCS 5/9-250 (emphasis added). 
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12.   Section 13-514 (10) of the Illinois Public Utilities Act (PUA) provides, in relevant 

part, that a telecommunications carrier violates Illinois law by “unreasonably failing to offer 

network elements that the Commission or the Federal Communications Commission has 

determined must be offered on an unbundled basis to another telecommunications carrier in a 

manner consistent with the Commission's or Federal Communications Commission's orders 

or rules requiring such offerings.”  220 ILCS 5/13-514 (emphasis added). 

 13. Section 13-801(g) of the Illinois Public Utilities Act requires that   

“Interconnection, collocation, network elements, and operations support systems shall be 

provided by the incumbent local exchange carrier to requesting telecommunications carriers at 

cost based rates . . . .” 

 
FACTS 

 
14. The Interconnection Agreement does not set forth how or when the CCC rate 

should be assessed. 

15.   All the evidence and testimony in ICC Docket No. 02-0864 consistently state that 

the CCC rate does not apply when clear channel is ordered with a new circuit.  AT&T Illinois2 

proposed the CCC rate during ICC Docket No. 02-0864 in the Direct Testimony of Chris F. Cass 

with the following sworn testimony: 

Q50. WHAT DOES THE CLEAR CHANNEL CAPABILITY RATE 
ELEMENT REPRESENT?  
 
A50. The interoffice clear channel capability (“CCC”) feature provides the CLEC 
an increased useable bandwidth from 1.344 mbps to 1.536 mbps of an 
unconstrained data stream across the network. The CCC is provided on 1.544 
mbps interoffice elements. Provisioning of CCC in the network requires the signal 

                                                 
 
2 At the time of ICC Docket No. 02-0864, AT&T Illinois was called “SBC” in pleadings and 
testimony, but for sake of clarity here, will be referred to by its current name. 
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at the channel interface to conform to a bipolar, eight zero substitution (“B8ZS”) 
line code format. If CCC is provisioned at the time that a DS1 service is 
provisioned coding can be done within the normal provisioning activities that 
occur in the DS1, therefore, there is no additional CCC non-recurring 
charge. If, however, CCC is provisioned on an existing DS1 service, a non-
recurring charge does apply because additional activities are required to provision 
CCC onto the existing DS1 line. The CCC work activities are the same as the 
HPC and SSC activities used to provision the interoffice transport portions 
of the EEL, as the CCC is essentially a partial re-provisioning of the 
interoffice circuit using a different option. These activities, associated work 
groups and time estimates, and costs for each activity are on Tab 6.2 of the cost 
study.  

 
Direct Testimony of Chris F. Cass, on behalf of SBC Illinois, SBC Illinois Exhibit 6.0, dated 

December 23, 2002 but filed March 22, 2004, ICC Docket No. 02-0864 (emphasis added). 

16.   Just as Mr. Cass testified:  “The CCC work activities are the same as the HPC and 

SSC activities used to provision the interoffice transport portions of the EEL . . ..”  Tab 6.2 work 

papers reflect that precisely the same activities, taking precisely the same time, and occurring 

precisely as often are reflected in both the CCC rate cost study, the DS1/DS1 EEL cost study and 

the 4-wire DS1 Digital Loop Connection cost study. 

17.   Specifically, the cost study for the CCC rate shows the following activities: 

CLEAR CHANNEL CAPABILITY 
 
HPC (HiCap Provisioning Center) 
 
Rearrangement on existing DS1: 
Corrective Action SOAC/SORD 
Assign Circuit to F1 Facilities in TIRKS 
Circuit Design Process 
 
SSC (Special Services Center) 
 
Rearrangement on existing DS1: 
Screen Order, (WFA-C) 
Install Software Mapping 
Coordinate Acceptance Test 
Administrative closeout 
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Tab 6.2, lines 467-474 

 18.  The cost study for the DS1/DS1 EEL provisioning rate shows the following 

activities: 

4-wire DS1 Digital Loop to DS1 INTEROFFICE DEDICATED TRANSPORT 

COLLOCATED 

HPC (Hi-Cap Provisioning Center) 

Installation: 
Corrective Action SOAC / SORD 
Loop Input 
Build “Copper” Span in TIRKS F-1 Database 
Assign Circuit to F-1 Facilities in TIRKS 
Circuit Design Process 
 
SSC  (Special Services Center) 
 
Installation: 
Screen Order 
Install Software Mapping 
Coordinate/Conduct  Preservice Test 
Coordinate/Conduct CKT Test 
Administrative Closeout 

Tab 6.2, lines 298-303, 324-329. 

That same cost study demonstrates that line coding (the tasks set-out above) for DS1 circuit  is 

performed during the provisioning of the DS1/DS1 EEL and should not, therefore, be charged a 

second time in the form of the CCC charge. See tab 6.2, lines 298-303, and lines 324-329 as 

compared to lines 467-474. 

 19. The cost study for the 4-wire DS1 Digital Loop Connection as part of a DS1/DS3 

EEL shows the following activities: 

4-wire DS1 Digital Loop Connection 

HPC (Hi-Cap Provisioning Center) 
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Installation: 
Corrective Action SOAC / SORD 
Loop Input 
Build “Copper” Span in TIRKS F-1 Database 
Assign Circuit to F-1 Facilities in TIRKS 
Circuit Design Process 
 
SSC  (Special Services Center) 
 
Installation: 
Screen Order 
Install Software Mapping 
Coordinate/Conduct  Preservice Test 
Coordinate/Conduct CKT Test 
Administrative Closeout 

Tab 6.2, lines 163-168, 181-185 

That same cost study demonstrates that line coding (the tasks set-out above) is performed during 

the provisioning of the connection of a new 4-wire Digital DS1 Loop on a multiplexed DS1/DS3 

EEL and should not, therefore, be charged a second time in the form of the CCC charge. See tab 

6.2, lines 163-168, and lines 181-185 as compared to lines 467-474. 

20.   In addition to the activities being the same at the HPC and SSC, the work papers 

detailing the provisioning of a DS1/DS1 EEL and 4-wire Digital Loop Connection  include 

additional activities.  That is why Mr. Cass states that the “CCC is essentially a partial re-

provisioning of the interoffice circuit using a different option.” (emphasis added); Compare Tab 

6.2 CCC with Tab 6.2 4-wire DS1 Digital Loop Connection and 4wire DS1 Digital Loop to DS1 

Interoffice Dedicated Transport Collocated. 

21.   Staff witness Dr. Zolnierek also made it clear in his direct testimony that the CCC 

rate was included in provisioning activities for a DS1 loop: 

Q.  Please explain the Company’s general approach to estimation of Clear 
Channel Capability costs. 
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A. The activities required to provision Clear Channel Capability are included 
among the activities required to provision a DS1 loop. The Company, however, 
provides a separate cost estimate for instances when it must provision Clear 
Channel Capability on an existing DS1 that does not have Clear Channel 
Capability. 

 
Revised Direct Testimony of James Zolnierek, Policy Department Telecommunications Division 

Illinois Commerce Commission,  May 6, 2003, p. 53, ICC Docket No. 02-0864. 

22.   Even AT&T’s (the CLEC) witness, Mr. Turner, made it clear that the CCC rate 

did not apply when it was requested during provisioning: 

SBC-Ameritech has developed a cost for Clear Channel Capability. The cost 
study itself is very clear that this particular nonrecurring charge only applies for a 
“rearrangement on an existing DS1.” The reason this is important is normally 
CLECs want the initial provisioning of DS1 circuits to have Clear Channel 
Capability. With the initial provisioning of a DS1, Clear Channel Capability does 
not cost anything extra. That said, because of confusion regarding the application 
of this element in the past, it is important that the Commission make a finding that 
the Clear Channel Capability nonrecurring charge does not apply except for 
rearrangements on existing DS1 circuits and that SBC-Ameritech cannot charge 
for Clear Channel Capability with the initial provisioning of a DS1.  

 
Direct Testimony of Steven E. Turner on behalf of AT&T Communications of Illinois, et al., 

AT&T Exhibit 3.0, May 6, 2003, p. 53, ICC Docket No. 02-0864. 

23.   At the hearing, counsel for AT&T (the CLEC) cross-examined Dr. Currie (AT&T 

Illinois’ witness who adopted the testimony of Mr. Cass) under oath on the proper application of 

the CCC rate: 

Q. Let me be clear. A CLEC can obtain services -- interoffice services, some with 
clear channel and some without clear channel, correct? 
 
A. Yes. 
 
Q. And there's a different pricing -- different cost in your study, correct? 
 
A. There's a different cost if you were going to do -- to change the clear channel 
capability at a different point in time than your [sic] installing the circuit. 
If you are doing everything at once, my understanding is that there's not a separate 
charge so that you can order it if you are doing it -- if you are doing everything at 
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the same time, you can configure as a clear channel without any special charge, 
but if you configure it without it and then want to make a clear channel, this is 
what the charge -- the cost associated with that activity would be. That's why I 
said your original statement was a little too simplistic. 
 

* * * 
 
MR. SULLIVAN: SBC has no redirect. 
 

Transcript of Hearing, Cross-Examination of Dr. Currie, March 17, 2004, pp. 1205-06, ICC 

Docket No. 02-0864. 

24.    In briefing, AT&T (the CLEC) asked the Commission to make the application of 

the CCC clear:   

SBC’s cost study for Clear Channel Capability makes clear that this particular 
nonrecurring charge only applies for a “rearrangement on an existing DS1.” 
CLECs routinely order Clear Channel Capability at the time the DS1 circuit is 
provisioned and, at the initial provisioning of a DS1, it does not cost anything 
extra. Due to past confusion regarding the application of this element, the 
Commission’s Order must make clear that the Clear Channel Capability 
nonrecurring charge only applies to rearrangements on existing DS1 circuits and 
does not apply when Clear Channel Capability is provided at the time the DS1 
circuit is initially provisioned. (AT&T Ex. 3.0, p. 53). 

 
Initial Brief of AT&T Communications of Illinois, et al., April 5, 2004, p. 290. ICC Docket No. 

02-0864. 

25.   AT&T Illinois did not oppose AT&T’s (the CLEC) requested clarification 

in any pleading. 

26.   Although the Final Order noted AT&T’s (the CLEC) requested clarification, it did 

not address the CCC rate.  Final Order, ICC Docket 02-0864, June 9, 2004, p. 202.  The cost 

study prepared by AT&T Illinois “per the Order in ICC Docket No. 02-0864 issued on June 9, 

2004” states at Tab 1 (describing the study) (emphasis added): 

This study has been prepared per the Order in ICC Docket No. 02-0864 
issued on June 9, 2004. In preparing this study, SBC makes no representation 
that this study accurately reflects the costs it incurs to provide the elements 
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studied, nor does it waive any rights regarding future action in connection with 
the order. 
 
 . . . 
 
Clear Channel Capability (CCC) is a feature that provides the customer an 
increased useable bandwidth of 1.536 Mbps from 1.344 Mbps of an unconstrained 
data stream across the network.  CCC is provided on 1.544 Mbps service and 
provisioning of CCC in the Utility network requires the customer's signal at the 
channel interface to conform to a bipolar, eight zero substitution (B8ZS) line code 
format. If CCC is provisioned at the time that a DS1 service is provisioned 
coding can be done within the normal provisioning activities that occur in the 
DS1, therefore there is no additional CCC non-recurring charge.  If however 
CCC is provisioned on an existing DS1 service, a non-recurring charge does 
apply because additional activities are required to provision CCC onto the 
existing DS1 line 
 

Enhanced Extended Loop (EEL) New Combinations Unbundled Network 
Element Final Order Non-Recurring Cost Study 2002-2005, June 14, 2004., tab 1, 
lines 14 and 46-53. 
 

27.   At no point during ICC Docket 02-0864 – in testimony, in evidence, in the cost 

study or in briefing  – nowhere -  is the CCC rate applied to a newly provisioned circuit.  Yet, 

that is how AT&T Illinois is now applying that rate against Cbeyond– both for new DS1 circuits 

riding on multiplexed DS3 transport and new DS1/DS1 EEL circuits. 

28.   Because the CCC rate “is essentially a partial re-provisioning of the interoffice 

circuit” AT&T Illinois’ application of the rate to a newly  provisioned circuit double-

compensates AT&T for at least seven different activities it only performs once. 

29. Although Cbeyond raised the general application of the CCC rate in Docket 10-

0188 in the context of EEL rearrangements (DS1/DS1 EELs to a DS1/DS3 EEL), both in 

briefing and in exceptions to the Proposed Order, that issue was not mentioned in the 

Recommended Decision or Final Order in that docket nor was there any ruling on the merits of 

the CCC rate application.  
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30.   The Commission’s decision in 10-0188 did not approve AT&T Illinois’ practice 

of billing the CCC rate on either the specific charges at issue in that docket, or new charges 

being assessed by AT&T Illinois on DS1 or DS3 transport provisioned since the filing of that 

complaint. 

31.   AT&T Illinois continues to misapply the CCC rate to orders for new DS1 circuits 

riding on multiplexed UNE DS3 transport (DS1/DS3 EELs) and on new DS1/DS1 EEL circuit 

orders. 

32.  Illinois Bell and Cbeyond agreed on August 29, 2011 that any unresolved issues 

remaining in dispute over billings arising from the “EEL rearrangements” litigated in ICC 

Docket No. 10-0188, which the parties could not resolve by negotiation, would be brought to this 

Commission by Complaint no later than October 24, 2011.   

33.   Although Cbeyond paid AT&T the vast majority of the amounts in dispute in 

Docket 10-0188, there remains a dispute over the proper application of the CCC rate both as to 

the amounts involved in Docket 10-0188 and to other amounts in dispute between the parties.  In 

addition to the “rearrangements” dispute in 10-0188, Cbeyond has further challenged and 

disputed all CCC charges which were not time-barred under the terms of the Interconnection 

Agreement between the parties.  Those disputes were not reviewed as part of the 10-0188 docket, 

but are equally at an impasse.   

34.   On May 20, 2004, Cbeyond and Illinois Bell executed an Interconnection 

Agreement that was adopted by Cbeyond pursuant to the terms of Section 252(i) of the federal 

Communications Act, 47 U.S.C. § 252(i).  Cbeyond adopted the terms of the Interconnection 

Agreement between Illinois Bell (f/k/a “SBC Illinois”) and AT&T Communications of Illinois, 

Inc. dated as of January 1, 2004.  The Illinois Commerce Commission approved the terms of the 
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Illinois Bell and AT&T Communications of Illinois Interconnection Agreement in ICC Docket 

No. 04-0420. 

35. The Interconnection Agreement was amended in 2005 to reflect changes that were 

required to implement the FCC’s TRO3 and TRRO4 decisions (referred to herein as “TRO/TRRO 

ICA Amendment.”)  See Exhibit 2, Amendment to Interconnection Agreement. These 

amendments were arbitrated by the Illinois Commerce Commission in the matter of Access One, 

Inc., et al. v. Illinois Bell Telephone Company, ICC Docket No. 05-0442, Order (December 15, 

2005), Amended Order (December 21, 2005).  

 36. The TRO/TRRO ICA Amendment requires that AT&T Illinois provide Cbeyond 

with DS1 loops, DS1 and DS3 transport, DS1/DS1 and DS1/DS3 EELs in accordance with 

federal law, including the pricing standards of 47 U.S.C. §251(c)(3). 

37. AT&T's misapplication of a UNE rate violates the fundamental obligation of 

AT&T Illinois to charge lawful rates under federal law, the Interconnection Agreement and 

Commission Orders, including: 

a. Article 1 General Terms and Conditions, Section 1.55, Unbundled Network Elements, 
Section 1.55.1, which provides “At the request of CLEC and pursuant to the 
requirements of the Act, SBC ILLINOIS will offer in the geographic area where SBC 
ILINOIS is the incumbent LEC Network Elements to CLEC on an unbundled basis 
on rates, terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement that are just reasonable, and 
non-discriminatory.  Specific Provisions concerning Unbundled Network Elements 
are addressed in Article 9 and Schedules 9.2.1 through 9.5 and other applicable 
Attachments.”   See Exhibit 3, Article 1 of the Interconnection Agreement.  Article 1, 
Section 1.55.1 is breached because AT&T is charging more than the state-established 
TELRIC rate in ICC Docket No. 02-0864 for the provisioning of DS1 loops, DS1 
transport and DS3 transport (in EELs and alone).  The Act (47 USC 251(c)(3) and 
252(d)) requires the provision of UNEs at TELRIC rates. 

 

                                                 
 
3 Triennial Review Order (TRO), 18 FCC Rcd. 16978, 2003 WL 22175730 (Sept. 17, 2003) 
4 Triennial Review Remand Order (TRRO), 20 FCC Rcd. 2533, 2005 WL 289015 (Feb. 4, 2005) 
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b. Article 9, Access to Unbundled Network Elements – Section 251(c)(3),  9.1.1, which 
provides “SBC ILLINOIS shall provide CLEC nondiscriminatory access to 
Unbundled Network Elements, upon request, at any technically feasible point on just, 
reasonable and nondiscriminatory rates, terms and conditions . . . in accordance with 
the federal Telecommunications Act of 1996, applicable FCC orders, rules and 
regulations and, applicable state statutes, orders, rules and regulations.”   See Exhibit 
4, Article 9 of the Interconnection Agreement. Article 9, Section 9.1.1 is breached 
because AT&T is charging more than the state-established TELRIC rate in ICC 
Docket No. 02-0864 for the provisioning of DS1 loops, DS1 transport and DS3 
transport (in EELs and alone).  The Act (47 USC 251(c)(3) and 252(d)) requires the 
provision of UNEs at TELRIC rates.  The Order in ICC Docket 02-0864 created DS1 
transport rates which were inclusive of the circuit coding.  Specifically, the 
Commission-determined cost to establish the type of line coding (i.e., AMI or B8ZS 
Clear Channel) on a DS1 circuit is included in the DS1 provisioning nonrecurring 
charge contained in the Pricing Schedule of the Interconnection Agreement. Charging 
the CCC rate for DS1 loops, DS3 transport or DS1 transport (when clear channel is 
ordered with the initial order) is counter to the Order in ICC Docket 02-0864. 

 
c. Article 9, Section 9.3.3.4 and Section 9.7 both require that rates for UNEs and UNE 

combinations shall be charged according to the Pricing Schedule.  For the reasons 
following the ICC June 9, 2004 Order Amendment below, they are not. 

 
d. ICC June 9, 2004 Order Amendment, Amending Pricing Schedule.  The Pricing 

Schedule referenced in Article 9, Sections 9.3.3.4 and Section 9.7 was amended by 
the ICC June 9, 2004 Order Amendment, section 2.1.1, to incorporate the rates from 
ICC Docket No. 02-0864.  See Exhibit 5, Amendment 1 Attachment A Price List. By 
charging a rate on that Pricing Schedule which is not intended for the services for 
which it is being billed, AT&T is not billing “according to the Pricing Schedule.”  It 
should be clear that if the parties adopt a rate specifically developed for a particular 
service or activity, that it is their intention for that rate to apply as it was intended.  It 
certainly should be the intention of the Commission that the rate (if adopted) be 
applied as it was intended. 

 
e.  Illinois TRO/TRRO Attachment.  DS1 loops, DS1 dedicated transport and DS3 

transport are defined by reference to 47 C.F.R. §51.319 (DS1 loops at Section 0.1.13 
and dedicated DS1 and DS3 transport at Section 0.1.16 of the TRO/TRRO 
Attachment).   See Exhibit 2, Amendment to Interconnection Agreement.  The federal 
regulation, 47 C.F.R. §51.319(e), used to define “dedicated transport” includes:  “An 
incumbent LEC shall provide a requesting telecommunications carrier with 
nondiscriminatory access to dedicated transport on an unbundled basis, in accordance 
with section 251(c)(3) of the Act and this part, . . .”  Section 251(c)(3) of the Act 
requires the provision of 251 UNEs at state-established TELRIC rates. 

 
f.     Similarly 47 C.F.R. §51.319(a) used to define loops provides, “An incumbent LEC 

shall provide a requesting telecommunications carrier with nondiscriminatory access 
to the local loop on an unbundled basis, in accordance with section 251(c)(3) of the 
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Act and this part . . .”  AT&T’s obligations to provide UNEs pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 
251(c)(3) include the obligation to provide them at TELRIC rates established by state 
commissions.  By charging more than the TELRIC rate established by the 
Commission for provisioning DS1 transport and circuits, AT&T is in violation of that 
obligation, as well as the ICC Order and Interconnection Agreement codifying it.  

 
g.  DS1 loops, DS1 transport, DS3 transport and combinations of each are to be provided 

on a non-discriminatory and unbundled basis (Section 3.1 and 3.1.2:  DS1 loops;  
Section 3.1.4:  DS1 transport;  Section 3.1.5: DS3 transport; EELs:  Sections 0.1.19, 
6.1, 6.2 and 6.5)  See Exhibit 2, Amendment to Interconnection Agreement.  AT&T 
provides its retail customers factional DS1 customers clear channel at no additional 
cost.  Moreover, AT&T charges CLECs who purchase DS1 transport with one type of 
line coding (AMI) no additional charge, but charges carriers that request another type 
of line coding (B8ZS clear channel), like Cbeyond, an additional charge for its DS1 
transport.  To charge one carrier more than another carrier for the same network 
element, when the provisioning rate includes the cost to establish the type of line 
coding, whether it is AMI or B8ZS clear channel, is discriminatory. 

 
38.   Despite having been provided the evidence and testimony from ICC Docket 02-

0864 demonstrating its misapplication of the CCC rate, AT&T Illinois refuses to correct it 

current practice or correct its past misbilling consistent with the parties’ Interconnection 

Agreement. 

  COUNT ONE – AT&T ILLINOIS ACTIONS VIOLATE SECTION 13-514 OF 
THE ILLINOIS PUBLIC UTILITIES ACT. 

 
 39. Cbeyond repeats the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 38 above, as 

though fully stated herein.   

40.  AT&T Illinois knowingly continues to misapply the CCC rate despite having its 

error brought to its attention.  At a minimum, refusing to correct its manifestly incorrect billing is 

unreasonable.  The “manner” in which all UNEs are to be provided under orders of the 

Commission and the FCC is pursuant to TELRIC pricing.  AT&T’s application of the CCC rate 

to new DS1 circuits contravenes TELRIC pricing.  

41. By unreasonably failing to offer network elements that the Commission and the 

Federal Communications Commission have determined must be offered on an unbundled basis in 
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a manner consistent with the Commission's or Federal Communications Commission's orders or 

rules requiring such offerings, AT&T Illinois is in violation of Section 13-514(10) of the PUA, 

220 ILCS 5/13-514(10). 

42. As a direct result of the foregoing violations of Section 13-514(10) of the PUA, 

Cbeyond has suffered, and will continue to suffer direct, proximate and consequential damages. 

COUNT TWO – AT&T ILLINOIS’S ACTIONS VIOLATE SECTION  
13-801 OF THE ILLINOIS PUBLIC UTILITIES ACT. 

 
 43. Cbeyond repeats the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1 through 42 above, as 

though fully stated herein.   

44. Section 13-801(g) of the Illinois Public Utilities Act requires that   

“Interconnection, collocation, network elements, and operations support systems shall be 

provided by the incumbent local exchange carrier to requesting telecommunications carriers at 

cost based rates . . .” 220 ILCS 5/13-801(g). 

45. AT&T Illinois’s misapplication of the CCC rate results in it being double-

compensated for seven activities it does only once. 

46. By billing for services it is not providing, AT&T Illinois violates Section 13-

801(g) of the Illinois Public Utilities Act.   

47. As a direct result of AT&T Illinois’ violation of Section 13-801(g), Cbeyond has 

suffered and will continue to suffer direct, proximate and consequential damages. 

COUNT THREE – AT&T ILLINOIS’ ACTIONS VIOLATE SECTION  
9-250 OF THE ILLINOIS PUBLIC UTILITIES ACT. 

 
 48. Cbeyond repeats the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1 through 47 above, as 

though fully stated herein.   
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49. Section 9-250 of the Illinois Public Utilities Act provides that when “[t]he 

Commission shall have power . . . to investigate a single rate or other charge, classification, rule, 

regulation, contract or practice, or any number thereof, or the entire schedule or schedules of 

rates or other charges, classifications, rules, regulations, contracts and practices, or any thereof of 

any public utility, and to establish new rates or other charges, classifications, rules, regulations, 

contracts or practices or schedule or schedules, in lieu thereof.”  220 ILCS 5/9-250. 

50. The Commission has the authority to investigate the nonrecurring rates, charges, 

classifications, rules, regulations, contract and practice associated with AT&T Illinois’ 

application of the CCC rate.  AT&T does not bill its retail fractional DS1 customers for clear 

channel in Illinois. 

51. AT&T Illinois’ misapplication of the CCC rate is unjust, unreasonable and 

discriminatory, and the Commission is authorized to investigate Illinois Bell’s rates, charges and 

practices, and impose rates, charges and practices that are just and reasonable. 

COUNT FOUR  – BREACH OF INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT 
 

 52. Cbeyond repeats the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1 through 51 above, as 

though fully stated herein. 

 53. As described in Paragraph 37, AT&T Illinois’ misapplication of the CCC rate is a 

breach of the parties’ Interconnection Agreement, including but not limited to the provisions of 

the TRO/TRRO Amendment requiring that DS1 transport, loops and EELs be provided “in 

accordance” with 47 C.F.R. §51.319 et seq.; Article 9 requiring the provision of UNEs at just 

and reasonable rates “in accordance” with the federal Telecommunications Act of 1996; and the 

ICC June 9 Order Amendment incorporating the new UNE prices from ICC Docket No. 02-

0864. 
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54. The option to order CCC pursuant to the Interconnection Agreement is not a 

breach of the Interconnection Agreement because that is the proper application of the CCC rate 

as it was developed in 02-0864. 

 

55.   Cbeyond has been overbilled by AT&T Illinois for years.  Cbeyond concedes that 

it is unfortunately time barred under the terms of its Interconnection Agreement with AT&T 

Illinois from recovery of these overcharges that go back more than two years from the date of  its 

dispute.  However, AT&T’s misapplication of the CCC rate is clearly at odds with all of the 

testimony and evidence in ICC Docket 02-0864 and the Commission should clarify the correct 

application of the CCC rate going forward and direct AT&T to issue bill credits to Cbeyond for 

all CCC nonrecurring charges assessed on Cbeyond that were disputed by Cbeyond within the 

two year from bill date dispute time limit contained in its Interconnection Agreement. 

Service List 

56.   Cbeyond requests that the following persons be placed on the official service list 

for the purposes of this proceeding: 

 

Greg Darnell 
Cbeyond Communications, LLC 
Director, LEC Relations 
320 Interstate North Parkway, SE 
Atlanta, GA  30339 
(678) 370-2467 
greg.darnell@cbeyond.net 
 
 
 
 

Henry T. Kelly 
Michael R. Dover 
Kelley Drye & Warren LLP 
333 West Wacker Drive, 26th Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60606 
(312) 857-2350 
HKelly@KelleyDrye.com 
MDover@KelleyDrye.com 
 

Charles E. (Gene) Watkins  
Cbeyond Communications, LLC 
Deputy General Counsel 

Julie Musselman Oost 
Economic Analyst 
Kelley Drye & Warren LLP 
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320 Interstate North Parkway, SE 
Atlanta, GA  30339 
(303) 261-3630 
Gene.watkins@cbeyond.net 

333 West Wacker Drive, 26th Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60606 
(312) 857-2617 
JOost@KelleyDrye.com 
 

 

 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Cbeyond Communications, LLC, respectfully requests that the 

Commission enter judgment in favor of Cbeyond and against AT&T Illinois, and that the 

Commission: 

A. Find that AT&T Illinois is misapplying the CCC rate established in ICC Docket 
No. 02-0864 in violation of : 
 
1. The terms of the Interconnection Agreement between AT&T Illinois and 

Cbeyond; 
 
2. Section 13-514(10) of the Illinois Public Utilities Act;  
 
3. Section 13-801(g) of the Illinois Public Utilities Act; and 
 
4. Section 9-250 of the Illinois Public Utilities Act;  
 

B. Order AT&T Illinois to cease and desist from breaching the terms of the 
Interconnection Agreement with Cbeyond; 

 
C. Order AT&T Illinois to cease and desist from violating Section 13-514(10); 
 
D. Order AT&T Illinois to cease and desist from violating Section 13-801(g); 
 
E. Order AT&T Illinois to cease and desist from violating Section 9-250; 
 
F. Order AT&T Illinois to credit Cbeyond for misapplied CCC rates for such time 

periods as are appropriate under the parties’ Interconnection Agreement; 
 
G. Order Illinois Bell to pay to Cbeyond an amount equal to its damages pursuant to 

Section 13-516(a)(3); 
 
H. Order Illinois Bell to reimburse the Commission for the costs associated with 

proceeding pursuant to Section 13-515(g); 
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I. Order Illinois Bell to pay penalties of up to $30,000 or 0.00825% of the 

telecommunications carrier's gross intrastate annual telecommunications revenue, 
whichever is greater, per violation pursuant to Section 13-516(a)(2); 

 
J. Grant Cbeyond such other relief, including the imposition of penalties against 

Illinois Bell, as mandated by statute or the Commission shall deem appropriate 
and just. 
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    Respectfully Submitted, 
 

Dated:  October 5, 2012    CBEYOND COMMUNICATIONS, LLC  
 

 

      
     _________________________________ 

      By one of its attorneys 
 
Henry T. Kelly 
Michael R. Dover 
Kelley Drye & Warren LLP 
333 West Wacker Drive, 26th Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60606 
(312) 857-2350 
HKelly@KelleyDrye.com 
 
 
Charles E. (Gene) Watkins  
Cbeyond Communications, LLC 
Deputy General Counsel 
320 Interstate North Parkway, SE 
Atlanta, GA  30339 
(303) 261-3630 
Gene.watkins@cbeyond.net 
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NOTICE OF FILING 

 Please take notice that on October 5, 2012, we caused to be filed via electronic mail with 
the Illinois Commerce Commission, Second Amended Verified Formal Complaint.  A copy of 
the foregoing documents are hereby served upon you.       

 
  /s/ Henry T. Kelly________________ 

      Henry T. Kelly, attorney for  
      Cbeyond Communications, LLC  

 

 
 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 

 I, Henry T. Kelly, on oath state that I served this Notice of Filing and a copy of the 
Second Amended Verified Formal Complaint, on the attached service list via electronic mail 
on October 5, 2012. 
 
 

    /s/ Henry T. Kelly________________ 
      Henry T. Kelly 
 
Henry T. Kelly 
KELLEY DRYE & WARREN LLP 
333 West Wacker Drive 
Suite 2600 
Chicago, IL  60606 
(312) 857-7070 
 


